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MADE IN AMERICA

scott group custom carpets
Scott Group Custom Carpets, authentically designed and produced in the USA since 1969, uses 

only the finest, most luxurious natural fibers. The collaborative and one-on-one custom design process 

between our in-house design team members and customers speaks to our devotion and commitment 

to delivering exceptional results. Scott Group Custom Carpets provides elegance and sophistication 

in homes, on planes, and in some of  the world’s most well-known buildings and luxury boutiques.



Maven Collection 

Simple, subtle, sophisticated. These are the elements that characterize 
the Maven Collection. Maven, meaning, “expert,” tells a story 
of exactly that. Through complex constructions and dimensional 
patterns, the Maven Collection speaks to an appreciation for 

the understated but superbly-made craft. 



With beautifully uncomplicated textures, the 
Maven Collection focuses on well constructed, 
refined design. Shown in versatile neutrals, 
these staple patterns can live in any space 
as shown, or customized in any color for a 
perfect fit.

CLASSIC + TIMELESS



350696:   Kenton with silk and worsted wool   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown left: 
Kenton with silk and worsted wool



350692:   Ossa with silk and worsted wool   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown right: 
Ossa with silk and worsted wool



350700:   Alabaster with silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown left: 
Alabaster with silk



350698:   Crema with silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown right: 
Crema with silk and Ossa



350694:   Modena III Weave wool cashmere & silk   9’ x 12’ rug

Shown left: 
Modena III Weave wool cashmere & silk and Kenton with silk & worsted wool
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A. 350692:  Ossa with silk & ww
B. 350694:  Modena III Weave WC & silk 
C. 350696:  Kenton with silk & ww
D. 350700:  Alabaster II with silk
E. 350698:  Crema

Our Maven Collection is crafted using silk and wool, 
some of  the world’s longest wearing and most luxurious 
fibers. Each of  the patterns shown can be customized in 
any color, allowing you to create a Scott Group Studio 
carpet that is truly original.
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